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THE EULER CHARACTER AND CANCELLATION
THEOREMS FOR WEYL MODULES
JOHN B. SULLIVAN

We consider for a simple, simply connected algebraic group over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic /?, modules induced from
characters on a Borel subgroup. We ask if the socle levels of the
modules induced from characters in a general position determine the
socle levels of modules induced from characters in a singular position.
Technically, the question may be phrased in terms of the infinitesimal group subscheme determined by the Frobenius morphism of the
global group. Qualitatively, we show that the socle levels of the global
induced modules are induced from the socle levels of the infinitesimal
induced modules, assuming only that Bott's Theorem applies. Quantitatively, we show that the multiplicities of the composition factors of
the module induced from an infinitesimal socle layer are determined
by the structure of the layer as a module for the Borel subgroup.

Introduction. Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and let T be a
maximal torus in a Borel subgroup B. Let Gn be the kernel of the nth
power of the Forbenius map on G. Let H°(G/B,A) be the G-module
induced from a character k on B, H°(GnB/B,A) the GnB-module induced from A, and H°(G/GnB, M) the G-module induced from a GnBmodule M. We consider whether the socle levels of H°(G/B,A) for
A in a singular position can be computed in terms of the socle levels
of H°(G/B, ft) for fi in general position. Equivalently, one can ask if
the socle levels of H°(G/B,X) can be computed in terms of the socle
levels of H°(GnB/B,X). Qualitatively, we show that the socle levels
of H°(G/B,X) are induced from the C-socle levels of H°(GnB/B, A),
assuming only that Bott's Theorem applies to the composition factors
of H°(GnB/B,A). That leaves open the quantitative question of relative multiplicities of the composition factors of the socle levels of
H°(G/B,X) and H°(GnB/B,A). We do show that the multiplicities
of the composition factors of the G-module induced from a Gn -socle
layer M of H°(GnB/B, X) are determined by the Gw2?-structure of the
G>rsemisimple module M.
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Andersen, in [4, Theorem 4.2], showed that the global socle levels Soc^i/ 0 (G/2?,A) are induced from the infinitesimal Gn-socle levels Soc^nH°(GnB/B,X), assuming that all the highest weights // of
the Gwl?-composition factors Ln(/i) of H°(GnB/B,A) are dominant
and that Bott's Theorem applies to those weights. Furthermore, in
that case, the socle levels agree quantitatively, i.e., the multiplicity
[§odGnH®(GnBIBtk):Ln{iij\ of Ln(/i) as a composition factor of
Soc'g^iGnB/B.X)
equals the multiplicity [Soc£i/ 0 (G/5, A): £(//)]
of the irreducible G-module L(fi) as a composition factor of
SocJGH°(G/B,A.) (§3.1). In §2, we show that the global socle levels
are induced from the infinitesimal Gn -socle levels, even in the singular
case where some highest weights are non-dominant. To complete the
picture in the singular case, we would need to know the quantitative
relation between the multiplicities in the global and infinitesimal socle
levels.
By the cancellation principle of Jantzen, expressed in terms of the
Euler character, the multiplicity [H°(G/B,X):L(/i)] can be computed
as an alternating sum of the multiplicities in H°(GnB/B,A) of the
modules in the alcove transition orbit of Ln{n) (see [7, Proposition
4.1]). From that principle, we see that singular values for H°(G/B,A)
occur, i.e., there are dominant weights X, ji where
[H°(G/B,X):L(ii)] <

[H°(GnB/B,X):Ln(»)l

Ideally, that cancellation in terms of alcove transition orbits would
work for the socles, level by level and layer by layer. While we do not
establish here that things work that way, we do show that those orbits
enter into the singular values of the module H°(G/GnB,M) induced
from a Gn -socle layer
M =

Soc{,nH°(GnB/BfX)/SociG-lH°(GnB/BfX)t

via the Gni?-structure of M (which need not be semisimple [9]). That
structure does not complicate the G-structure of
H°(G/GnB,M),
which is just semisimple,but it does control the values [H°(G/GnB,M):
L(fi)]. In 3.2, Theorem, we show that [H°(G/GnB,M):L(/i)] is determined by the position in the Gw2?-structure of M of the alcove
transition orbit of Ln(ju).
Notation. X(T) is the character group of T, W is the Weyl group
of (G, T), and ( , ) is a WT-invariant inner product on X(T) <g>z R. R
is the set of roots of (G, T) and yv is the coroot of y e R. S is the set
of simple roots in the set R+ of roots of the Borel subgroup opposite
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to B. p is the half-sum of the roots of /?+. For w e W and A e X(T),
w(k) denotes the ordinary action of w on A and w • k = w{k + p) - p
is the action which has —p as fixed point, for all w e W. X(T)+ is
the dominant chamber and w • X(T)+ is the ^-chamber for the
operation w-.
Co is the fundamental alcove {A e X(T)\0 < (yv, A + p) < p, ye
/?+}, Q = {A e X(T)\0 < (yv, k+p) <p, ye /?+} is the upper closure
of Co, a n d C o = {AEJr(r)|O< {yv,k + p) < p, y e i?+} is the closure
of C o .
For y e R+ and m e Z, Hy,mpn is the p"-hyperplane {k e X(T) <g>
*\(Vv>l + P) = mpn}. Xn(T) is the n-box {k e X(T)\0 < {pv,k + p) <
pn, P G 5 } , a fundamental domain for the operation of pnX(T) on
X(T) by translation. Express k e X(T) as k = k° + pnkl, where
k° e Xn(T) and kl e X(T), and call k° the 0-part of k and A1 the 1part. A special ^-vertex v is any intersection Opes Hp,nppn- The n-box
with upper vertex v is Vv = (v - (pn -\)p) + Xn{T)\ the lower vertex
of Vv is v - p w /j. The lower n-vertex of the n-box V that contains the
weight fx = JU° + p"^1 is pn[il - /?. For w e W, the alcove transition
operator IWtYl on X ( r ) is defined by IWin • k = k° + /?"?/; • A1.
Gn is the kernel of the nth power of the Frobenius map on G. AfW
is the nth Frobenius power of a G-module M.
L{IJL) is the irreducible, G-module of highest weight /i e X(T)+;
Ln(fi) is the irreducible G>|i?-module of highest weight ILL e X(T).
Ln{fi) is isomorphic with L(fi°) ® pnfil.
is the mth level in the socle filtration of an //-module M.
c^" 1 M is the mth socle layer of M. If L is an irreducible
//-module, [M: L] is the multiplicity of L as a composition factor of
M.
HJ(G/GnB, M) is the value at a G>,5-module M of the jth right derived functor of the induction functor \%nB = H°{G/GnB, - ) from
G>j/?-modules to G-modules. If M is a /?-module, H®(M) stands
for H°(GnB/B,M) and //°(M) stands for H°(G/B,M). For a GnBmodule M,

as an element of the Grothendieck group of G, is the Euler character
of M.
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1. Cohomology of ^-modules.
1.1. Lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let v < fi be dominant weights. Ifw is an element of the
Weyl group other than 1, then w • fi is not a weight ofH°(u).

Proof, v is the highest weight of H°(v). If w • fi were a weight of
H°(u), then w~l(w - fi) = fi + p - w~l(p) would be one also. For
w / 1, we have p > co~l(p) and fi + p - w~l(p) > JU > v. Hence,
wl(w • fi) is not a weight of H°(v).
LEMMA 2. Let N be a B-module. IfSocBN contains no weight of
H°(u) for each dominant weight v ofN, then H°(N) = (0).

Proof By the hypothesis, the evaluation map H°(N) —> N is zero;
hence, H°(N) is zero.
Let N be a 5-module and let fi be a weight. Let iV<^ denote the
submodule ^ i / < / / iVi, of N, where A^ is the T-eigenspace of weight v
iniV.
Let K be a set of weights. ~ is the equivalence relation
on K generated by the pairs (fi,d) such that ExtlB(/i,S) ^ (0). The
elements of the equivalence class [//] of JLL will be said to be linked to
fi by extensions through K.
DEFINITION.

REMARK, V E

fi = /iO,fii,...,fim

or

[fi] exactly when either v = fi or there is a sequence
= v where for each i, either Ext^(/i/,/*/+i) ^ (0)

i

Let K be the set of weights in a fixed 5-module N. For each //,
there is the 5-submodule of N9 N[fi] = Ylveifl Nv' N ^s * e ^ r e c t s u m
ne can
Y1[JJ.] N[/i\' O
compute that decomposition of N, knowing that
ExtlB(/i, d) ± (0) if and only if S = fi - /?;/? for some P e S and j > 0
[2, Corollary 2.4].
A weak form of Bott's Theorem is valid in characteristic p[l, Corollary 2.4]. Let fi be a weight in Co- Then,
(a) If fi is dominant, then

(b) If /* is not dominant, then Hj(G/B, w •//,) = (0) for all j and all
W€W.
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The following proposition and corollary show how the position of
the weights of W • ft in N controls the multiplicity of L(JU) in H°(N),
in the case where all the weights of N lie in W • CQ = \JweW w • CoPROPOSITION. Let /i be a dominant weight and let N be a B-module
whose dominant weights lie in CQ. If the weights of SOCBN lie in W/i,
then [H°(N):L(/i)] =

Proof Since // is not a weight of N/N<p, [^(N/N^iLi/i)]
equals
zero by Bott's Theorem; hence, [H°(N):L(fi)] = [H°(N<^):L(/i)].
Since (Soc^iV)^ = (Soc# JV^)^, the proposition will follow from showing that /f°(iV<iU) is the sum of dim^(Soc^iV<^)^-copies of L(fi). Since
Ext^(z/, JLL) = (0) for weights v < fi9 we have iV<^ = NQ © (Soc^iV^^)^
for some submodule NQ whose socle consists of weights from
{w • /i}w#. By Lemmas 1 and 2, ^(N^)
= ^((Soc^iV^)^), the
sum of dimA:(SocBJV<^)//-copies of L(/i).
COROLLARY. Let fi be a dominant weight and let N be a B-module
whose weights lie in W • Co- Let N^ be the maximal quotient
whose socle consists only of weights from W • /i, i.e., the quotient of
by the maximal submodule N\ which contains no weight from W • /u.
Then [H°(N):L{fi)] =

Proof By Bott's Theorem, [Hk(Nx):L(/A)] = 0 for k > 0; that
implies that [H°(N[fl]):L(/i)] = [^(N^y.Li/i)],
which equals
dim^SoCfliVr^)^ by the proposition. Furthermore, by Bott's Theorem again, [HQ(N):L(^] = [H°(NW):L{A].
1.2 GnB-modules. Let M be a semisimple Gw-module. For /LL° E
Xn(T),M(fi°) denotes the sum of all submodules of M isomorphic
with L(/i°).
1. Let M be a GnB-module. If M is Gn-semisimple, then
M = ©^^(7-) M(/i°) as GnB-modules.
LEMMA

Proof. M(fi°) is a GwJ?-submodule of M. In fact,
is a GnB-module via the Gw5-structures of L(JLL°) and M. Since the
images of elements of Hom G ; n (L(// 0 ),M(// 0 )) span M(fi°),M(fi°) is
GwJ5-stable.
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Af(//°) is isomorphic canonically with L(fi°)®N(n\ where
NW = HomGn(L(fi°), M(fi0)) = HomGn(L(fi°),M).
The map No *-+
n)
L(fi°) <g> N^ from the lattice of 5-submodules of N to the lattice of
G>jl?-submodules of L(/i°)®NW is an isomorphism with inverse map
REMARK.

The paragraphs (i)-(iii) below give versions for Gwl?-modules of
results from 1.1.
(i) Bott's Theorem [1]. Let fi = fi°+pnfil be a weight with /u1 e C o .
(a) If fi is dominant, then

(b) If fi is not dominant, then HJ(G/GnB, Ln(fi° + Pnw • H1)) = (0)
for all j .
(ii) Let K be a set of weights, and let fi° be an element of Xn(T). Let
Ln(iLL0+pnK) be the set of irreducible Gw5-modules {Ln(fi°+pnu)\u e
K).
is the equivalence relation on Ln(fi0 + pnK) generated by the pairs (Ln(/jfi + pnv), Ln(fi° + pnd)) such that
DEFINITION. ~L

^

°

PnS)) * (0).

If Ln(/LL0 + pnv) ~ L Ln(jLi0 + pnd), then we will say that they are
linked by extensions through Ln(fi° + pnK).
By [2, Corollary 2.4] and [3, Lemma 3.2],
ExtlGnB(Ln(li° + Pnv), Ln(v° + pnd))

and

Extj^eJ)

are isomorphic (except when p = 2 and G has type Q, which was
pointed out to me by M. Kaneda); hence
if and only if v ~ S, with that one exceptional case.
Let K be the set of weights of a 5-module N, and let fi° e

Xn(T).

(a) L(/i°) (8) N^ is the direct sum £ M L{ji°) <g> N$.
(b) Suppose that p ^ 2 or G does not have type Q. The composition
factors of L(ift)®N^) are the composition factors of L(/io)®NW which
are linked by extensions to Ln(/n0 + pnv) through Ln(/i° + pnK).
LEMMA,

(iii) Let M be a G>j2?-module, which is semisimple as a Gn-module.
By Lemma 1 and the remark above, M = ®uo€Xm[T) L(v°)®N(v°)W
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where N(v°)W = HomGn(L(v°),M).
For /u dominant, let M[fl] =
0
L(fi°) (8) N(/i )^
and let M^ be the maximal quotient of M[fl] whose
socle contains only factors from {Ln(/j,° + pnw • fil)}wew9 i-e. the
quotient of M ^ by the maximal submodule which has no composition
factor from {Ln(/i° + pnw • ftl)}wew- By the remark above, we have
= L(pf>)

Suppose that N(/x°) has its weights within W • CQ.
PROPOSITION.

[H°(G/GnB,M):L(/i)]

=

[SocGnBM^.Ln(//)].

Proof. Let iV = 7V(//°). Since H°(G/GnB, M) =
w()
n
H°(N(u°)Y \ we have [H°(G/GnB,M):L(fi)] = [H°(N):L(fi1)]. By
the corollary in 1.1, that equals dim^CSoc^iVr^n)^! = [ S o c ^ M * :

1.3. Take n = 1. The elements of the orbit {Li
that occur as composition factors of H^(X) are linked by extensions
in Hf(A), in the sense given by the proposition below.
LEMMA. Let y be a root IfL\{ii) andL\(fi - mpy) are composition
factors ofHf(A), then so is Li(fi- jpy), for 0 < j < m.

Proof. By a Theorem of Ye [11] and its extension to /^-irregular
weights [7], the set of highest weights of composition factors of Hf(A)
equals the PF-linkage class WL • I = f\wewJw-'
• SL(w • X), where
SL( w • k) is the set of weights strongly linked to w • k. Hence, we need
to show that / ^ • (// - jpy) = //° + pw fil - jpw (y) is strongly linked to
w-k, whenever fi°+pw/il and fi°+pw'fil—mpw(y) are strongly linked
to w -k for all w e W. In fact, that implication holds for w taken one at
a time. If w(y) eR+, then /i°+pW'fil—jpw(y) f /u°+pw/il ^wk; if
w(y) E - i ? + , then fi°+pw• fil-jpw(y)
| /x°+pw• /xl-mpw(y) | w-k.
(Here, | is the relation of strong linkage.)
Let k and ju be dominant weights and let w e W.
If L\(fi° + pw • ft1) is a composition factor of Hf(k)f then there is
a sequence {^i(5/)}(=1 of composition factors of Hf(k) where S\ =
tfl + pw- ii\ St = ti and Extkj(Li(<J /+1 ) f £ i (<*/)) ^ (0), for
\<i<t.
PROPOSITION.

Proof. By induction on l{w). Suppose that l{spw) = l{w) - 1 for
some p E S. L\(fi° + pspW'/xl) is a composition factor of Hf(k) since
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•//*) is one, by Proposition 2.8 of [7]. Since //,° + pwfil =
/jp + pspw • fil + (w-l(0)v, fil + p)pp, where -(w-l(fi)v,y>
+ p) > 0,
l
+p>j
the elements of {Li(ii°+pw-fi -jpP)}J^
^'^
are composition
factors of Hf(A), by the lemma, and

^ / / ° + pw V -jpfr.L^

+ pw-v1 - U+l)pP)) * (0),

by [3, Lemma 3.2].
Suppose that all the composition factors {^i(^)}" =1 of
f
which appear in the proposition above occur in the G\ -socle
layer M = Soc^^10(A)/Socg"1/T10(A). In the terms of 1.2, M(fi°) =
L(n°)®N(l\ where N = HomGl (L(//°), M)\ let K be the set of weights
of N. By the proposition, L\(/LL) and Li(/i° + pw • jul) are linked by
extensions through Li(//° + pK)\ hence, they occur as composition
factors of Af^. Thus, the elements of the orbit {L\{pP + pw • fil)}w
that occur in M may be examined within the restricted setting of
A/^p whenever the factors of the linking extensions all occur in M.
For instance, that applies to the weight // in Figure 2, for the group of
type G2.
REMARK.

2. Induction from infinitesimal to global socle levels. Let M be a
G>ji?-module. The rath Gn -socle level Soc^Af is a Gw5-submodule of
M.
LEMMA

1. Soc%H°(G/GnB,M) c H°(G/GnB,Soc%nM).

Proof. Induction on ra.
ra = 1. Let L be any irreducible (/-module. We have
H o m ^ L , H°(G/GnB, M)) = Hom Gfl5 (L, M)9
and
Hom G (L, H°(G/GnB,

SocGnM))

= HomGnB(L, SocGnM) = HomGn(L,

SocGnM)B.

Since L is semisimple as a Gn -module,
HomGn(L, M) = HomGn(L, SocGnM).
Hence, SocGH°(G/GnB, M) = SocG(H°(G/GnB, SocGnM)) as submodvles of H°(G/GnB,M).
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Suppose that Soc™'1 (H°(G/GnB,M)) c H°(G/GnB,Soc%-lM), as
submodules of H°(G/GnB,M). We need to show that in the exact
sequence
-> H°(G/GnB, M) ^ H°(G/GnB,

M/Soc^M),

we have n = 0 at the submodule SocgH°(G/G n B,M).
diagram

Consider the

o
I
H°(G/GnB, Socg

c

Soc%(H°(G/GnB, M)) -> H°(G/GnB, M)
\*

-^

H°(G/GnB,
^
I
H°(G/GnB, M/Soc^M),

where the vertical sequence is exact, n = 0 on Soc™H°(G/GnB, M) if
and only if A; maps Soc^H°(G/GnB, M) into
H°(G/GnB,

Soc^M/Soc^M).

Since A: factors through H°(G/GnB, M)/H°(G/GnB, Soc^~lM), it factors also through H°(G/GnB,M)/SocG1-lH°(G/GnB,M),
by the inductive hypothesis. Thus, we need to show that k maps
Soc^H°(G/GnB, M)/SocGt-lH°(G/GnB,

M)

l

= SocG(H°(G/GnB, M)/Soc%- H°(G/GnB,

M))

into
H°(G/GnB,SocGtnM/SocGl-iM)

=

H°{GIGnB,SocGn{MISoc^M)).

SocG(H°(G/GnB,M)/Soc^-lH°(G/GnB,M))
S O C G / Z ^ G / G ^ . M / S O C ^ - ' M ) , which equals

But

k

maps

into

SocG(H°(G/GnB, SocGn (M/Sodg-l M)))
by the case m = 1.
2. Le* A be a dominant weight. Suppose that those highest weights of composition factors of the GnB-module H%(k) which are
dominant have l-parts in Q. Then
LEMMA

H°(G/GnB,
is G-semisimple, for j > 1.
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Proof. This lemma is proved in [4] in essense. Let

In the terms of 1.2,

H°(G/GnB,M) =

©

H0(G/GnB,M(v0))

H°(N(/i0)) is a semisimple G-module, since ExtlG(L(u), L(S)) = (0)
when v and d are weights in Q , by strong linkage.
Andersen in [4, Theorem 4.2] showed that the socle levels of the
global module H°(k) are induced from the Gn -socle levels of the infinitesimal module H®{k), on condition that the highest weights of
the composition factors of the GnJ?-module H%(k) have 1-parts in C o .
The following proposition gives an extension of that result to singular
cases.
PROPOSITION. Let kbe a dominant weight Suppose that those highest weights of composition factors of the GnB-module H%{X) which are
dominant have l-parts in Q . Then, for each j > 1,

A) = H°(G/GnB, So<
Proof. By induction on j . For 7 = 1,
= L{X) = H°(G/GnB,
Suppose that SodGlH°(X)
the exact sequence

= H°(G/ GnB, Socg;1Hf>(X)),

and consider

0 - H°(G/GnB, Soc^flJW) - H°(G/GnB,

- H\G/GnB,

> ° £

l

°

From Lemma 2, we see that HQ(GIGnBs$odGnH%(k))ISoQJ~l
is semisimple, so that HQ{GIGnBtSodGnH%{X)) c Soc^//0(A). By
Lemma 1, they are equal.
REMARK. Quantitatively, the proposition is deficient, since it does
not relate the multiplicities [Soc^fT°(A):L,,(/i)] and [Soc£jf°(*):
L(//)]. In the next section, we tie that quantitative question in with
the G>ji?-structure of the Gn-socle layers of H%(X).
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3. Cancellation in socle levels. Throughout this section, we consider
only dominant weights k such that the highest weights of the composition factors of H%(k) have 1-parts in {jweW w • C o , in order that Bott's
Theorem be effective. The systematic use of the Euler character below
is motivated by a talk of H. H. Andersen at the 1986 A.M.S. Summer
Institute of Arcata.
can be computed from Soc^nH%(k) via cancellation if H°(G/GnB, Soc^ #£(A)) = xiSoc^HJ(A)), in the Grothendieck group of G.
DEFINITION. SOC^H°(k)

Since Socjjf0(A) = H°(G/GnB, Soc*GnH%(k)), by the proposition of
§2, and since

)
by Bott's Theorem and the additivity of the Euler character, computation via cancellation amounts to the equality

J
in the Gorthendieck group. When that holds, it determines Soc^if °(k)
in terms of the multiplicities of the composition factors of the jth
infinitesimal Gn -socle level.
H°(k) itself can be computed from H®(k) by cancellation, since
WiG/GnB.HfkX)) = Hl(k) = (0) for i > 0, by Kempfs Vanishing
Theorem.
3.1. Let ju be a dominant weight. If {Ln(/i° + pnw • /il)}w^\
composition factors of H%(k), then

are not

[So^ H°n(k):LnUi)] = [Soc^°(A):L(Ai)]f
for each j , i.e., no cancellation takes place. In fact, by the hypothesis,
[HQ{GIGnB,SodGnH%{k));L{ii)} and [Soc^/fO(A):£„(//)] each equals
the coefficient of L(/A) in /(Soc£. H%(k)). The conclusion follows from
the proposition of §2.
For a = 1, the proposition below shows that the lengths of the
socle series of the global and infinitesimal induced modules coincide
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whenever the top factor of Hf(k) had dominant highest weight. Let
k = k° +
pkl,k°eXn(T).
If(Pv,kl) > 1 for all 0 e S, then the lengths of the
socle series ofH°(k) and Hf(k) coincide.
PROPOSITION.

Proof, k lies in the 1-box V with lower vertex v = pkl - p. Let y$ =
Tv+pwoT_(V+p) for Tv+P the operator of translation by v + p = pkl.
By the hypothesis, the weight ft = y0 • k is dominant. From [10], it
follows that the top factor of Hf(k) is L\ (y° • A), a composition factor
of multiplicity one. Since / / ^ G / G ^ S o c ^ f l f W ) = Soc^H0^), the
length of the socle series of H°(k) is no greater than the length of the
G\-socle series of H\{K). Hence, it will suffice to show that the socle
levels of L(y0 • X) in H°(X) and of Li(y0 • k) in H^{k) are equal. By
the first paragraph of 3.1, we need only show that
l
ti )]

=0

formal,

for which it suffices to show that [Hf(k):Li(/x° + psp -pi1)] = 0 for
P G S, since
[H^ky.L^

+ pw V ) ] < [ # f ( A ) : L ! ( / + j w , V ) ]

when l(wsp) = /(a;) - 1 , by [7, Proposition 2.8]. In the terms of [6, 7],
by Ye's theorem ([11, Corollary 3.5] and [7, Corollary 2.7]), the linkage
class WL- k equals the set of highest weights of composition factors of
Hf(k). To show that ffl + psp-fi1 & WLA, we have that }io + psp-fj,1 =

//-(^^^^
if and only if

1

by the symmetry of WL"1 fi about v. But WQ(J3) is a negative root and
(fiv,fil+p)>
0, by the dominance of//; hence, ju+(j3v ,fil+p)pwQ(f})
& SL"1 • //, which excludes that element from WL"1 • ji, also.
3.2. In this section, we show that Gw5-structure of the Gw-socle
layers of H%(k) accounts for the loss of composition factors under the
induction from GnB to G-modules.
For an element Y,vex{T)mvLn{v) of the Grothendieck group of
GnB, denote the coefficient m^ of Ln{fi) by [J2i/ex(T) mvLn(v): Ln(ju)].
For an element J2uex(T)+ mvL{v) of the Grothendieck group of G, denote m^ by [EveX(T)+ mvL(u):L(/i)].
Let k and /i be dominant weights.
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(a) If Mj = So^H^/Soc^1
H^(k) is the highest
socle layer ofH%(k) that contains any GnB-composition factor from the
orbit {Ln(n° + p"w • nx)}wew, then
PROPOSITION,

=

[X(SocGH°(k)):L(n)],

and
[Hk(G/GnB, S o c ^ W ) : L{n)\ = 0

fork>0.

(b) If the composition factors ofH%(k) from the orbit
{Ln(fi° + pnw •

fil)}wew

occur only in the jth socle layer, then
[H°(k):L(n)] =

[SocGH°(k)/SocG-lH°(X):L(/i)]

= [H°(G/GnB,Mj):L(fi)]

= [X(

and
[Hk(G/GnB, Mj): L{n)] = 0

fork>0.

Proof, (a). By the hypothesis,
[Hk(G/GnB, tf°(A)/Soc4#°(A)): £(/*)] = 0 for k > 0.
Hence,
[Hk(G/GnB,H°n(k)):L(fi)] = [Hk (G/GnB, So JGH°
for k > 0, by the long exact sequence for H°(G/GnB, - ) associated

to 0 -> So4H°(k) - H°{X) - H^kySo^H^k)

-» 0. Since

Hk(G/GnB,H%(k)) = 0 for k > 0, by Kempfs vanishing theorem,
the statements in (a) hold.
(b) follows from (a) and from the fact that
[Hk(G/GnB, Soc^;1 #°(A)): L(/t)] = 0 for k > 0,
by the hypothesis.
Let k and fi be dominant weights and let
M =

SocGnH^(k)/SocG-lH^k).

Let Af^j and ML be the submodule and subquotient of M denned in
1.2 (iii).
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If the composition factors of H%(X) from the orbit
{Ln(fx° + p w -/LLl)}wew occur only in the single Gn-socle layer M, then
THEOREM.
n

Proof The theorem combines Proposition (b) above with the Proposition of 1.2.
(1) Under the hypothesis of the theorem, if [H°(X):L(/i)]
< [H%(X):Ln(fi)], then M and M ^ are not G>j2?-semisimple.
(2) By Lemma 2 of §2, H°(G/GnB, M) is G-semisimple, even though
M may be not Gwl?-semisimple. So, the effect of the (rw2?-structure
of the Gfl-semisimple module M on the value of H°(G/GnB, - ) at M
shows up, not in the structure of H°(G/GnB,M), but in the loss of
multiplicity in passing from M to H°(G/GnB, M).
REMARKS.

3.3. Illustrations. (1) Let G be a group of type A2 or B2. Let k
be a dominant p-regular weight such that the highest weights of the
composition factors of H\{X) have 1-parts in {jweww ' ^0- Suppose
that there is a weight S such that X + pd is a generic weight [3, §2.1]
in the lowest /?2-alcove. Then
for each weight fi [4]. For A2 and B2, those values are computed in [6,
Figure 2A, 2B], and the hypothesis of 3.2 Proposition (b) is satisfied
for each //. Hence, SocJGH°(A) can be computed from Soc^. H^(X)
by cancellation. For example, see Figure 1 for the group of type B2.
In Figure l(a), X lies in the alcove labelled 1, and the numbers in the
alcoves give the socle layers of the composition factors of H\{X) whose
highest weights lie in those alcoves. Figure 1 (b) gives the socle layers
of the composition factors of i/°(A), computed by cancellation from
Figure l(a) according to 3.2 Proposition (b).
(2) Let G be the group of type G2. Let a and fi be the simple roots
orthogonal to the hyperplanes HQIQ and Hp$ in Figure 2. Assume that
A is a generic weight in the lowest /?2-alcove. In Figure 2 (Figure 3 of
[8]), the numbers give the Jantzen filtration layers of the composition
factors of H°(X), normalized so that L{X) is on the first layer. We
assume that the Jantzen and the socle filtrations of H°(X) coincide.
Then the figure shows also the socle layers of the composition factors
of Hf(A), where we can, in that infinitesimal setting, move A from a
generic position to the corresponding p-translated position in the 1box V-p with lower vertex -p, without disturbing the socle layers and
multiplicities of the p-translated composition factors.
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FIGURE l(a)

FIGURE l(b)

Let n be the weight in the fundamental alcove Co which is linked
to X. In Figure 2, we see that the composition factors of H?(X) from
the orbit {Z,i(//° + pw • fil)}weW occur only in the fourth socle layer
Soc^/rftAJ/Soc^tfftA). There are four such factors, each of multiplicity one, distinguished by heavy boundary lines in the figure. By
the remark of 1.3, those factors belong to M^. We will show that the
Gi-B-module M^ has the following structure, all factors of multiplicity 1.
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FIGURE 2

psa •

L{(/i-

- pa)
- 2pa)
- 3pa)
- Apa)
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By the definition of M^y all factors of S o c ^ M ^ come from the
orbit {Li(fi° + pw • fil)}wew- We show that S o c ^ M ^ j is the irreducible module Li(/i° + psasp • //*).
(i) Li(/i) is not a factor of the socle of M^y In fact, since [H°(A):
L(fi)] is zero by cancellation, [SocGlBM^y Li(/i)] is 0 by the Theorem
of 3.2.
(ii) Li(/i° + psp • fil) is not a factor of the socle of M^y Here, we
need to assume that there is a dominant weight S such that (av, S) = 0,
and that the highest weights of composition factors of H^(X + pd) =
H^(X)®pd now lie in the 1 Usa-chambers, but still have their 1-parts in
Uwew w ' ^o- T h e o rbi t {^i (t*° + Pw ' (sp ' V1 + <>))}wew contains just
two composition factors of H^{X + pd), namely, Li(fi° + p(sp fil + d))
andLi(fj,°+psa-(sp-iLLl+d)) = Li(fi°+p(sasp-/il+d)).
By the theorem
of 3.2, we conclude that Li(/i° + p(sp • /z1 + S)) is not a factor of the
socle of {M ® pd)} Q+p,s .ni+d)y Since there is a canonical surjection
Li(fi° + p(sp • iix + 8)) (8) {-pd) = L^/i0 + psp • fil)
is not a factor of
^
1
(iii) Li(fi° + psa -ft ) is not a factor of the socle of M^.
Let
Af^j be the maximal quotient of M^ whose socle contains only factors from {LI(JI),L\(ILI0 + psp • /J 1 )}. An argument modelled after
that of (ii), shows that L\(fi) is not a factor of the socle of M^y
Hence, if L\(ju° + psa • fil) were a factor of Soc^^M^j, then we could
form the quotient M)[UJLI(/LL0 + psa Z^1), where L\{fi) would be not
a factor of S O C G ^ M ^ / L ^ / / 0 + psa • /z1)). Consider the exact sequence 0 -+ N --> M^/Lib*0 + psa- fil) 1+ Mfc -> 0, where N
denotes the kernel of the canonical map / . Since [N:LI(JLL)] = 0,
[H°(G/GiB, N): L(/i)] = 0; by the Proposition of 1.2, applied to M =
y we have [^(G/GiBM^Li/i)]
= 0. Hence,
0

+ psa • /z1 )):£(//)] = 0.

That leads to a contradiction as follows. Consider the exact sequence
^
H\GIGxB9Lx(li*

+

0

+ psa
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S i n c e [ S o c a ^ M ^ y L ^ / i ) ] = 0 , w e h a v e
[ H ^
0 by the Proposition of 1.2. By Proposition (b) of 3.2, we have

[H\GIGXB, M^y.Lifi)] = 0. Hence,
[H\G/GXB, M^/Liifi0

+ psa • ft1)):L{fi)}

,Ll(/i° + psa- nl)
By (i)-(iii), we have S o c ^ A / ^ = L^/i0 + psasp • nx). Hence, by
the fact [2, Corollary 2.4] that
B

I 0

otherwise,

the factors displayed for M^ between Li(/i° + psasp • fil) and L\(/i)
must occur as shown, and with multiplicity one only.
a,0

8,0

FIGURE 3

(3) Let G = SL3. Let k and /i be weights positioned as shown in
Figure 3. The numbers there give the socle layers of the composition
factors of Hf(k). The third socle layer M equals M^j © M[x] © A/^j,
in the terms of 1.2. By the theorem, M[^] and M^ are non-split G\Bextensions and S o c ^ M = Li(/i - pp) + L\{x - pa) + Li(v). See [9]
for a complete presentation of the structure of Hf(k) for SL3.
We complete this illustration with a remark about the evaluation
map e:H°(X) -• Hf(X), when A is positioned so that all the composition factors of H^(X) have dominant highest weights. From the fact

that H°(G/GiB,e(M)) = H°(G/GiB,M) for any Gi5-module M, in
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the case before us, we conclude that H°(G/GiB9H^(k)/e(H°(k)))
=
(0) and that e(H°(k)) = H*{k). Then, in the case of SL3, e: Soc^if°(A)
—> SocJGiHf(k) is surjective for each j . Let MG be the G-semisimple
module SocGH°(k)/SocGH°(k) and let MGl be the G r semisimple
G^-module SocGiH^(k)/SocGlH^(k). e:MG -> MGl is surjective, and
e(MG) = e(H°{G/GiB, (MGl)[fl])) 0 e(H°{G/GiB,
= (MGl)[fi] 0 (MGl)[x]

© (MGl)[u],

term-by-term.

In particular,
, (MG[)[fi])) = e(L(ji) 0 L{/i - pfl))
= e(L(fi)) + e(L(» - pft)) =
is the non-split Gi^-extension of L\(ii) by L\{^ — pP). Since fi-pfi <
fi, e{L{fi - pp)) cannot contain the Gi-B-composition factor
Hence, it must be that e{L(fi)) = (M^)^.
Thus, the
of Li(fi) by Li (ft - pP) in (MGl\^ also occurs in MG, but it occurs
within L(JLL), instead of between L(/i) and L(/i My thanks to J. E. Humphreys and the Mathematics Department
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, for their support in my
writing this paper.
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